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SUMMARY 20 

 Embolism spreading in angiosperm xylem occurs via mesoporous pit membranes between 21 

vessels. Here, we investigate how the size of pore constrictions in pit membranes is related 22 

to pit membrane thickness and embolism resistance. 23 

 Pit membranes were modelled as multiple layers to investigate how pit membrane 24 

thickness and the number of intervessel pits per vessel determine pore constriction sizes, 25 

the probability of encountering large pores, and emboolism resistance. These estimations 26 

were complemented by measurements of pit membrane thickness, embolism resistance, 27 

and number of intervessel pits per vessel in stem xylem (n = 31, 31, and 20 species, 28 

respectively).  29 

 The modelled constriction sizes in pit membranes decreased with increasing membrane 30 

thickness, explaining the measured relationship between pit membrane thickness and 31 

embolism resistance. The number of pits per vessel affected constriction size and embolism 32 

resistance much less than pit membrane thickness. Moreover, a strong relationship between 33 

modelled and measured embolism resistance was observed. 34 

 Pore constrictions provide a mechanistic explanation why pit membrane thickness 35 

determines embolism resistance, and suggest that hydraulic safety can be uncoupled from 36 

hydraulic efficiency. Although embolism spreading remains puzzling and encompasses 37 

more than pore constriction sizes, angiosperms are unlikely to have leaky pit membranes, 38 

which enables tensile transport of water. 39 

 40 

Keywords: angiosperm xylem, embolism, embolism propagation, pit membrane, pore constriction, 41 

porous medium, vessel, ultrastructural modelling 42 

 43 

INTRODUCTION 44 

Xylem sap in vessel-bearing angiosperms crosses numerous intervessel walls from the root 45 

to the leaf xylem, depending on the plant size, vessel length, intervessel connectivity, and vessel 46 

network topology (Loepfe et al., 2007). It is well known that small openings in the secondary cell 47 

wall, which are described as bordered pits, play an important role in hydraulic transport between 48 
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adjacent vessels, and also in failure of the transport system by gas entry, i.e. embolism (Choat et 49 

al., 2008; Kaack et al., 2019). Since water transport efficiency is tightly related to transpiration 50 

and photosynthesis, drought-induced embolism formation can have major implications for plant 51 

performance, especially under drought (Li et al., 2016; Sorek et al., 2021). Yet, many details about 52 

the mechanistic relationship between embolism formation and the anatomical determinants of pits 53 

remain to be clarified. 54 

An angiosperm vessel is estimated to have a median of about 14,188 intervessel pits, with 55 

values for different species varying more than 200-fold, from ca. 500 pits to > 100,000 (sample 56 

size, n = 72 species; Fig. S1 based on data from literature). Each bordered pit pair has a pit 57 

membrane, which is mainly composed of ca. 20 nm wide cellulose microfibril aggregates. These 58 

pit membranes develop from the primary cell wall and middle lamella, and have a mean diameter 59 

of 4.8 ± 2.4 µm (n = 43 species; Jansen et al., 2009, 2011). Before pit membranes become 60 

hydraulically functional, hemicellulose and pectin compounds are enzymatically removed 61 

(O’Brien, 1970; Herbette et al., 2015; Klepsch et al., 2016). Therefore, fully mature pit membranes 62 

are non-woven, fibrous porous media of mainly cellulose, with a thickness between ca. 160 and 63 

1,000 nm (Esau 1977; Pesacreta et al., 2005; Kaack et al., 2019).  64 

Pit membranes control the immediate entry of gas from neighbouring, embolised conduits, 65 

and may become sites of further embolism propagation under persistent drought (Zimmermann, 66 

1983; Brodersen et al., 2013; Choat et al., 2016; Brodribb et al., 2016; Roth-Nebelsick, 2019). 67 

Embolism spreading from an embolised vessel to a sap-filled vessel has been described as “air-68 

seeding”, but the actual mechanism underlying embolism formation represents one of the major 69 

knowledge gaps in our understanding of water transport in plants (Jansen et al., 2018). It is 70 

assumed that propagation of drought-induced embolism from one vessel to a neighbouring vessel 71 

is affected among other factors by pore dimensions of intervessel pit membranes. Here, we use the 72 

broader term embolism spreading or propagation instead of air-seeding because embolism 73 

spreading includes both mass flow and diffusion of gas across pit membranes. Air-seeding, 74 

however, is limited to mass flow only, and embolism formation may not be caused only by mass 75 

flow of gas (Guan et al., In press). Also, embolism is used instead of the term cavitation, because 76 

the triggering process leading to embolism is unlikely due to the formation of a void by phase 77 

transition from liquid to gas, but most likely caused by pre-existing bubbles (Hölttä et al., 2002; 78 

Schenk et al., 2017). 79 
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Instead of perfectly flat, two-dimensional structures, pit membranes are porous media with 80 

pores that include multiple constrictions, with the respective narrowest constriction in each pore 81 

governing flow of water and gas (Fig. 1; Kaack et al., 2019) and, consequently, embolism 82 

spreading. Estimates of bottleneck diameters, i.e. constriction sizes, vary from 5 nm to well above 83 

200 nm (Choat et al., 2003; Sano, 2005; Jansen et al., 2009; Hillabrand et al., 2016). Part of this 84 

variation is caused by sample preparation for imaging by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 85 

which induces up to 50% shrinkage of TPM during drying, with frequently enlarged pores and 86 

cracks (Shane et al., 2000; Jansen et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2017). Moreover, the challenge is to 87 

quantify the size and shape of pit membrane pores in a three-dimensional approach. A three-88 

dimensional model based on transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of fresh and shrunken pit 89 

membranes indicated a high porosity (i.e. void volume fraction) of 81%, highly interconnected 90 

pores with non-tortuous, unbending passageways, a lack of dead-end pores, and the occurrence of 91 

multiple pore constrictions within a single pore (Zhang et al., 2020). Based on a shrinkage model 92 

and gold perfusion experiments, it has been found that constriction sizes in pit membrane pores 93 

vary from 5 to < 50 nm, with an average diameter around 20 nm (Choat et al., 2003, 2004; Zhang 94 

et al., 2020). The evidence available suggests that pore sizes are fairly constant for angiosperm 95 

species, despite considerable variation in TPM. Indeed, pore constriction sizes around 20 nm occur 96 

both in species with thin (ca. 200 nm) and thick (> 500 nm) pit membranes (Fig. S2), and there is 97 

no evidence for large (> 50 nm) pore size differences among species (Zhang et al., 2020). However, 98 

Zhang et al. (2020) recorded only which gold particle sizes were able to penetrate pit membranes, 99 

and did not quantitatively report the penetration depth and frequency distribution of gold particles. 100 

Could small differences in pore constriction sizes and frequencies in pit membranes explain the 101 

relatively variable xylem embolism resistances within angiosperms (Choat et al., 2012)? 102 

Angiosperm species with thick pit membranes were found to be more resistant to drought-103 

induced embolism than species with thin pit membranes (Jansen et al., 2009; Li et al., 2016; Dória 104 

et al., 2019; Trueba et al., 2019; Levionnois et al., 2020; Thonglim et al., 2020). This functional 105 

link between TPM and P50, which is the xylem water potential corresponding to 50% loss of the 106 

maximum hydraulic conductivity (P50, MPa), is valid at the interspecific (Li et al., 2016), 107 

intrageneric level (Lens et al., 2011; Plavcová & Hacke, 2012; Scholz et al., 2013) and 108 

intraspecific level (Schuldt et al., 2016). Variation in TPM is mainly determined by the number of 109 

microfibril layers (NL), with thin pit membranes consisting of fewer microfibril layers than thick 110 
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pit membranes. Note that NL can be estimated by assuming that cellulose fibres have a diameter of 111 

about 20 nm (Pesacreta et al., 2005), and 20 nm pore spaces between each layer based on gold 112 

perfusion experiments (Table 1; Zhang et al., 2020). As such, pit membranes with a thickness 113 

between 140 and 1,180 nm (Jansen et al., 2009; Li et al., 2016) include between 4 and 30 layers. 114 

In our models, bottlenecks in a given pore are formed by the pore constrictions between cellulose 115 

fibres within a single layer. Therefore, the number of constrictions within a pore (NC) equals NL 116 

(Table 1). Since it is unknown why thin pit membranes are more vulnerable to embolism than thick 117 

pit membranes (Jansen et al., 2018), we explore the hypothesis that the likelihood of leaky pores 118 

with wide pore constrictions is affected by NL, which could explain why TPM is related to P50. 119 

The mismatch between pore size estimations based on colloidal gold perfusion and 120 

experimental values of embolism resistance resulted in the hypothesis that a very small percentage 121 

of pit membranes might contain large pores (Choat et al., 2003, 2004). These rare pit membrane 122 

pores are assumed to cause low embolism resistance. The idea of such leaky, rare pits was further 123 

enhanced when variation in P50 at an interspecific level was found to decrease with increasing pit 124 

membrane surface area in intervessel walls (Wheeler et al., 2005). The “pit area hypothesis” 125 

(Sperry et al., 2006), which was later termed “rare pit hypothesis”, provided a possible explanation 126 

for high vulnerability to embolism, and relied on a largely two-dimensional interpretation of pit 127 

membranes (Hacke et al., 2007; Christman et al., 2009, 2012; Plavcová et al., 2013). While the 128 

rare pit hypothesis follows a plausible mechanism that seems well supported by indirect evidence, 129 

it cannot be tested because the existence of a rare pit with a large pore cannot be observed directly, 130 

and is impossible to be verified from a statistical point of view. However, a three-dimensional 131 

modelling approach to estimate the likelihood of leaky pits is clearly lacking.  132 

The number of layers in a pit membrane may affect the size of the narrowest constriction 133 

within a pore that crosses the entire intervessel pit membrane. If embolism propagation is at least 134 

to some extent determined by the radius of a pore, the most important dimension of a pore is its 135 

minimum diameter, i.e., the diameter of the narrowest bottleneck along the pore (RMIN, nm). We 136 

can think of this diameter as the “effective diameter” of the pore. The entry of an air-water 137 

meniscus or a bubble in a pit membrane is determined by the pore with the largest effective 138 

diameter within the pit membrane. Thus, embolism spreading and the minimum hydraulic 139 

resistance at the intervessel level are governed by the pore with the largest effective diameter in 140 

all pit membranes of a single vessel.  141 
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First, we hypothesise that the effective diameter of each pore becomes smaller with 142 

increasing TPM and NL, as proposed in Kaack et al. (2019) (Hypothesis 1). This hypothesis is 143 

investigated at the individual pit membrane level based on a stochastic pit membrane model. 144 

Second, we hypothesise that model-based values of embolism spreading largely agree with 145 

embolism resistance measurements for a large number of species (Hypothesis 2). Third, we expect 146 

that the probability of having a leaky pit membrane is low at the whole vessel level, and affected 147 

by both TPM (Li et al., 2016), and the total number of intervessel pits per vessel (NPIT; Hypothesis 148 

3) (Wheeler et al., 2005). The second hypothesis is tested based on experimental data on embolism 149 

resistance, and anatomical measurements, while two further stochastic pit membrane models are 150 

developed to test the third hypothesis. Testing these hypotheses should help us to better understand 151 

the functional link between embolism resistance and pit membrane ultrastructure.  152 

 153 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 154 

Pit membrane modelling 155 

To better understand the relationship between TPM and embolism resistance, we developed 156 

three complementary pit membrane models. For reasons of simplicity, we assumed the existence 157 

of more or less cylindrical pores, which govern transport phenomena, and modelled each pore as 158 

a three-dimensional object instead of a circular, flat opening (Sperry and Hacke, 2004; Mrad et al., 159 

2018). Following the multi-layered pit membrane model of Zhang et al. (2020), we assumed that 160 

each pore penetrates a fixed number of microfibril layers (NL). Each of these layers induces a pore 161 

constriction of some random radius (Fig. 1e). An important property of each pore is its effective 162 

radius, i.e., the radius of the narrowest pore constriction within the entire pore (RMIN, nm). We 163 

were especially interested in how RMIN was affected by TPM (Hypothesis 1), how modelled 164 

embolism resistance based on pore constriction size related to measured embolism resistance 165 

(Hypothesis 2), and to what extent the likelihood of leaky pit membranes at the entire vessel level 166 

was affected by TPM and/or NPIT (Hypothesis 3).  167 

We developed a first model to estimate pit membrane leakiness at the structural level of a 168 

single pit membrane, and two models estimating leakiness at the vessel level. Detailed model 169 

descriptions and implementations are provided in the Supplementary Information (Methods S1, 170 

S2, S3). 171 
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Model 1. Pore constrictions in single intervessel pit membranes 172 

In this model (Fig. 2a), we assumed circular pit membranes with a diameter of 5 µm 173 

(estimated from n = 43 species, based on Jansen et al. 2009, 2011), each comprising a fixed number 174 

of pores (NP), which were defined by a fixed number of pore constrictions (NC). The random radius 175 

of each pore constriction was modelled by applying left-truncated normal distributions around 176 

mean constriction sizes of 20 nm (Scenario 1) and 100 nm (Scenario 2) in diameter to obtain an 177 

upper bound for the number of pores that fit into the membrane, resulting in NP–values of 12,000 178 

and 1,100, respectively.  179 

For TPM-values between 140-1340 nm, we simulated random diameters of pore 180 

constrictions of a whole pit membrane and estimated the probability of encountering at least one 181 

pore larger than 35 nm (Scenario 1) or 180 nm (Scenario 2) in a pit membrane, as well as the mean 182 

and maximum constriction sizes (RMIN_mean, RMIN_max) of the effective radii RMIN. RMIN_mean and 183 

RMIN_max were compared to the experimental data on embolism resistance with calculated 184 

embolism propagation pressures based on a modified Young-Laplace equation. 185 

Models 2. Leaky pit membranes without hole alignment at the vessel level 186 

Model 2 investigated the occurrence of leaky pit membranes at the vessel level (Fig. 2b) 187 

for TPM values between 50-1200 nm and NPIT values up to 400,000. Upper bounds for the 188 

probability of encountering at least one large pore, spanning an entire intervessel pit membrane 189 

with an effective radius larger than t were calculated based on the probabilities P of encountering 190 

a large hole in any given layer 𝑃𝑁𝐿  for P = 0.25 (Scenario 1) and P = 0.50 (Scenario 2). A large 191 

pore through the pit membrane was assumed to exist if there was at least one large hole in each 192 

layer. At the entire vessel level, an upper bound for the probability of encountering a leaky pit 193 

membrane (PLP) was given by 194 

𝑃LP = 1 − (1 − 𝑃𝑁𝐿)𝑁𝑃𝐼𝑇  [Eqn 2]. 195 

Values of NPIT ranging from 510 to 370,755, with a median of 14,188, were calculated by dividing 196 

the total pit membrane surface area per vessel (AP) by the corresponding pit areas (APIT) of 72 197 

species using original data and literature data (Fig. S1; Wheeler et al., 2005; Jansen et al., 2011; 198 

Lens et al., 2011; Nardini et al., 2012; Scholz et al., 2013; Klepsch et al., 2016).  199 

Model 3. Leaky pit membranes with hole alignment at the vessel level 200 
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Model 3 considered the alignment of holes within successive layers by modelling pit 201 

membranes as stacks of circular cellulose layers (according to NL). The pit membranes had a 202 

diameter DP of 5 µm, and each layer was perforated by a fixed number of holes (NHOLES) of 5 203 

(Scenario 1) or 10 (Scenario 2). The holes were randomly located in each layer and had radii t ≥ 204 

100 nm. The locations of holes within and across layers were simulated stepwise and repeated 106 205 

times for pit membranes with NL-values between 3 and 23 (corresponding to TPM-values of 100-206 

900 nm; Table 1). A pore did only traverse all layers if there existed a sequence of holes that were 207 

aligned for each pair of adjacent layers (Fig. 2c). For each scenario, we estimated the probability 208 

that at least one hole with t ≥ 100 nm crossed an entire pit membrane and the probability of 209 

encountering one large pore in a vessel with 30,000 intervessel pits (NPIT). Minimum overlap of 210 

holes between adjacent layers was assumed to be sufficient for embolism spreading, even if only 211 

their edges were overlapping.  212 

Experimental work 213 

The three models were complemented by experimental data on embolism resistance (n = 31 214 

species), TPM measurements at the centre (TPM_centre) and near the edges (TPM_edge) (n = 31 species), 215 

and the total intervessel pit membrane area per average vessel (AP, n = 20 species). The methods 216 

applied to obtain these data included well-established, previously published protocols (Wheeler et 217 

al., 2005; Sperry et al., 2006; Schuldt et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2020; Kotowska et al., 2020), and 218 

are described in detail in the Supporting Information (Methods S4). All data included original 219 

measurements, except for data retrieved from literature for embolism resistance of five species, 220 

and for Ap values of four species. 221 

Statistics and data processing 222 

Data processing, simulations and statistical analyses were performed using Excel, R, and Matlab. 223 

Shapiro-Wilk Tests were applied to test for normal distribution. Pearson's Correlation Coefficient 224 

were used to test for linear correlation. Basic linear and non-linear regressions were fitted to test 225 

whether P12, P50, P88, and the slope of vulnerability curves (S) were related to TPM or AP, and could 226 

be estimated. For each of the 31 species studied, we estimated embolism resistance by integrating 227 

their modelled RMIN_mean and RMIN_max, based on TPM, into the equations of the relation between 228 

TPM and embolism propagation pressure of Model 1 (Equations 3 and 4, Methods S5). This 229 
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approach allowed us to compare estimated embolism propagation with experimental values of P12 230 

and P50.  231 

 232 

RESULTS 233 

How likely are large pores in a pit membrane for a wide range of TPM? 234 

Average values of RMIN (RMIN_mean) are very low in Scenario 1 of Model 1, with values 235 

below 4.5 nm for pit membranes with 150 to 1,150 nm in thicknesses (Fig. 3a). The size of RMIN 236 

declines considerably with increasing TPM, and the largest values (RMIN_max) decrease from radii of 237 

ca. 20.4 ± 1.4 nm (standard deviation, σR ) to 6 ± 0.6 nm (Fig. 3a). RMIN_max-values are at least 2.4 238 

times and up to 4.9 times larger than the RMIN_mean-values, decreasing with TPM (Fig. 3a). The 239 

likelihood of having an effective diameter ≥ 35 nm approaches zero (0.00005 ± 0.00009, Fig. 3b) 240 

when TPM is > 220 nm, or NL ≥ 6, thus only occurs in 0.2 out of 12,000 pores.  241 

For Scenario 2 of Model 1, a similar decline of RMIN with increasing TPM is found (Fig. S3), 242 

but with steeper declining likelihood values for large pores with TPM. For a TPM of 220 nm the 243 

likelihood of containing a large pore (defined in Scenario 2 of Model 1 as ≥ 180 nm in diameter) 244 

is nearly zero.  245 

How does TPM relate to measured embolism resistance? 246 

The values of TPM_mean vary from 165 nm (± 18 σR) for Tilia platyphyllos to 610 nm (± 79 247 

σR) for Olea europaea, and the median of TPM is equal to 270 nm (n = 31 species studied; Table 248 

S1). The value of TPM_centre is always larger than the value of TPM_edge, with an average difference 249 

of 105 nm, varying from 2.1 nm (Tilia platyphyllos) to 297 nm (Olea europaea), and this difference 250 

increases with TPM. While there is no relation between TPM_centre values and the coefficient of 251 

variation of TPM_centre values (Pearson's Correlation Coefficient, r (29) = 0.09, p > 0.05), the range 252 

between minimum and maximum values of TPM measured within a tissue strongly increase with 253 

increasing TPM (Pearson's Correlation Coefficient, r (29) = 0.79, p < 0.001). Thus, species with the 254 

thinnest and thickest pit membranes (T. platyphyllos and O. europaea) show a TPM range of 80 nm 255 

and 497 nm, respectively. 256 

When considering the whole dataset of 31 species studied, P50-values are strongly related 257 

to the values of TPM_centre (Table 3; Fig. 4a), with a logarithmic regression showing an R²-value of 258 
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0.57 (F(2, 29) = 32.0, p < 0.001). An outlier in the TPM vs. P50 relationship includes Corylus 259 

avellana, which shows considerably high TPM-values of ca. 400 nm for a P50-value of -2.02 MPa. 260 

Slightly lower correlations are found between the TPM_centre and P12 (F(2, 29) = 24.4, R2 = 0.46, p 261 

< 0.001,), and between TPM_centre and P88 (F(2, 29) = 34.2, R2 = 0.54, p < 0.001; Table 3; Fig. 4a). 262 

The TPM_centre-values show a stronger relationship to embolism resistance than TPM_mean and 263 

TPM_edge. The average intervessel pit membrane surface area per vessel (AP, Table S1) shows much 264 

lower correlations to P12, P50, and P88 than all TPM traits, with the strongest correlation between AP 265 

and P12 (F(2, 18) = 7.75, R2 = 0.30, p < 0.05; Table 3). 266 

When limiting our dataset to species with an average intervessel pit membrane surface area 267 

per vessel (AP) only, no linear correlation between P12, P50, or P88 and AP can be found (Fig. 4c), 268 

whereas correlations of TPM_mean, TPM_centre, and TPM_edge with P12, P50, and P88 are negative and 269 

highly significant (Table 4 , Fig. 4b).  270 

Furthermore, we find a power regression with an R2–value of 0.48 between the slope of 271 

vulnerability curves (S) and TPM_mean (F(2, 29) = 88.4, R2 = 0.48, p < 0.001; Table 3), with 272 

decreasing S being associated with increasing TPM_mean. There is a weaker relation between S and 273 

TPM_edge, and a slightly stronger relation with TPM_centre than TPM_mean (Table 3). Thus, thicker pit 274 

membranes result in more negative P50 values and a lower slope, with TPM affecting P12 and P88 275 

less than P50 values. 276 

Does modelled and measured embolism resistance correspond to each other for a wide 277 

range of TPM? 278 

There are clear differences in the estimated pressures that would induce embolism 279 

spreading, depending on the surface tension, and whether the maximum or mean RMIN values are 280 

considered (Fig. 4a). For a surface tension of 72 mN/m, estimated pressures of embolism 281 

spreading, which may largely correspond to P12, are much higher than the P12 values measured, 282 

and even higher than P50 measurements (Fig. S4). Regression lines of the TPM-P12, TPM-P50 and 283 

TPM-P88 relationship, however, fall well within the estimated embolism propagation pressures 284 

when a surface tension of 25 mN/m (Fig. 4a) is considered. Although absolute values of modelled 285 

and measured embolism resistance (P12 and P50) do not match (Fig. 4a, 5), they are significantly 286 

related to each other (Pearson's Correlation Coefficient, P12 to RMIN_mean and RMIN_max: r (29) = 0.67 287 

and r (29) = 0.64, p < 0.01; P50 to RMIN_mean and RMIN_max: r (29) = 0.74 and r (29) = 0.73, p < 0.001; 288 
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Table 3, Fig. 5). When RMIN_max is considered, estimated pressures related to embolism spreading 289 

show a small range, with about 1.2 MPa for a TPM of 140 nm and up to 2.7 MPa for a TPM of 758 290 

nm (Fig. 5b), which underestimates embolism resistance (Fig. 4a, 5a, 5b). Much higher embolism 291 

propagation pressures between 5.6 and 10 MPa are obtained for estimations based on RMIN_mean, 292 

thus overestimating embolism resistance (Fig. 5c, d). There is a clear upper limit of embolism 293 

propagation pressure for RMIN_mean around ca. 10 MPa, which is achieved for pit membranes with 294 

thicknesses ≥ 600 nm (Fig. 4a).  295 

Modelled embolism propagation pressures based on RMIN_max are similar but typically 296 

lower than the experimental values (Fig. 5a, b). Estimated embolism propagation pressures based 297 

on RMIN_max are especially close to measured embolism resistance for various species with not very 298 

negative P12 and P50 values (Fig. 5a, b), while estimated embolism propagation pressures based on 299 

RMIN_mean are much higher than P12 and P50 measurements (Fig. 5c, d).  300 

How likely are leaky intervessel pit membranes at the vessel level? 301 

Based on Model 2, the probability of having a leaky pit membrane in a vessel decreases 302 

exponentially with increasing TPM (Fig. 6, Fig. S5). For a fixed TPM, the slope of the relationship 303 

between NPIT and the probability of a leaky pore strongly depends on TPM (Fig. S6): steep, 304 

exponential slopes are found for thin pit membranes, while low, more linear slopes are found for 305 

thick pit membranes. Therefore, TPM_mean and NPIT affect the likelihood of large effective pore radii 306 

differently, with NPIT having an unequal effect on the likelihood of having leaky pit membranes. 307 

For the 0.5 likelihood assumption (Fig. S5, S6b), vessels with 820 nm thick pit membranes 308 

reach a likelihood of having a leaky pit membrane below 0.20, even in vessels with 400,000 309 

intervessel pits, which means that not even every fifth vessel would have a leaky pit.  310 

For the 0.25 likelihood of Model 2 (Fig. 6, S6a), an exponential change is found for 311 

TPM_mean-values between 200 and 300 nm, while little or no effect is seen for TPM_mean-values below 312 

200 nm and above 350 nm. The high and low probability plateaus in the three-dimensional graphs 313 

of Model 2 (Fig. 6, S5) suggest the existence of a thin and a thick TPM-range that typically results 314 

in leaky or very safe, non-leaky vessels, respectively, independent of NPIT. At the exponential 315 

phase of the three-dimensional graph in Fig. 6, an increase in NPIT from 3,000 to 70,000 (i.e. a 23-316 

fold increase) is equivalent to adding about five additional microfibril layers to a pit membrane 317 
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(i.e. an increase in TPM of 180 nm). Critical TPM-values are higher for the 0.5 likelihood of Model 318 

2 (Fig. S6b, S5), with the largest effect of NPIT for pit membranes between 500 and 700 nm.  319 

The results obtained from Model 3 show that the modelled probability of encountering 320 

leaky pit membranes in a vessel with 30,000 intervessel pits (NPIT) decreases exponentially for 321 

TPM-values above 180 nm or 260 nm when assuming 5 or 10 holes per microfibril layer (NHOLES), 322 

respectively (Fig. 7). Assuming NHOLES of 5 or 10, less than one out of 30,000 pits has a large pore 323 

for TPM-values above 220 nm and 340 nm, respectively. Therefore, 220 nm thick pit membranes 324 

with a NHOLES-value of 5 have a similar safety as 340 nm thick pit membranes with an NHOLES-325 

value of 10. When directly comparing Model 2 and 3 using 30,000 as value for NPIT, a more or less 326 

similar probability of encountering a large pore in a vessel is found for the 0.25 likelihood scenario 327 

of Model 2 and the 10 holes per layer in Model 3 (Fig. 7).  328 

 329 

DISCUSSION 330 

The results described above indicate that the chance of having large pores in pit membranes 331 

decreases strongly with the number of constrictions, and therefore TPM (Hypothesis 1). This finding 332 

is independent of the actual size of pore constrictions, and supported by a strong relation between 333 

embolism resistance and TPM (Jansen et al., 2009, 2018; Lens et al., 2011; Scholz et al., 2013; 334 

Schuldt et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016). Modelled embolism propagation values are significantly 335 

related to measured embolism resistance (Hypothesis 2), although they differ in absolute values. 336 

There is a good agreement when the dynamic surface tension of xylem sap is taken into account 337 

(Yang et al., 2020), but embolism spreading does not seem to represent a function of pore 338 

constriction size (RMIN_max and RMIN_mean) only. Our results also suggest that the likelihood of 339 

having a leaky pit membrane within a vessel is extremely low (Hypothesis 3), and mainly 340 

determined by TPM. Overall, pore constrictions provide a mechanistic explanation why embolism 341 

resistance is correlated with TPM, and why pit membranes provide hydraulic safety to angiosperm 342 

xylem.  343 

The most narrow pore constriction becomes strongly reduced in size with increasing TPM 344 

The three models developed show a negative correlation between the simulated pore sizes 345 

and TPM, which is reflected in a low probability of large pores, both at the level of an individual 346 
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pit membrane and an entire vessel. Based on Model 1, the chance of having a large pore in a pit 347 

membrane thicker than 180 nm is close to zero. Interestingly, the thinnest pit membranes measured 348 

in this study (ca. 165 to 180 nm) are likely to represent a lower limit for TPM, since earlier records 349 

of TPM below 150 nm (Jansen et al., 2009; Li et al., 2016) are likely artefacts due to shrinkage 350 

(Zhang et al., 2017, 2018, 2020; Kotowska et al., 2020). Thus, angiosperm pit membranes seem 351 

to have at least four or five layers of cellulose microfibrils and pore constrictions, which keeps the 352 

number of large pores very low for most species. There is a clear conceptual relationship between 353 

the thickness of a fibrous porous medium, and the size of the narrowest pore constriction as also 354 

seen for non-woven, fibrous geotextiles that differ in thickness (Aydilek et al., 2007).  355 

Model 2 suggests that the probability of encountering large pores in intervessel pit 356 

membranes of an average vessel follows an exponential pattern over a fairly narrow range of TPM, 357 

with critical TPM-values between 200 to 300 nm and 500 to 700 nm for a 0.25 and 0.50 likelihood, 358 

respectively, of having at least one hole larger than t within a single microfibril layer. Although 359 

this likelihood cannot be accurately determined due to our limited understanding of embolism 360 

spreading and the ultrastructure of pit membranes, we believe that a realistic likelihood would 361 

probably lay around 0.25, with 0.50 being too conservative. This assumption is supported by the 362 

steeper increase in embolism resistance within the lower TPM range between 140 to 340 nm than 363 

in the higher TPM range, and by the probabilities of large pores in pit membranes approaching zero 364 

for TPM > 250 nm in Model 1 and 3. We applied a logarithmic regression between P12, P50, P88 and 365 

TPM (Fig. 4a), unlike a linear scaling that was previously suggested (Lens et al., 2011; Li et al., 366 

2016). Interestingly, this logarithmic regression has P50 values approaching 10 MPa for a TPM of 367 

> 1,350 nm, which corresponds to the upper physical limit of both xylem water potential and the 368 

maximum TPM-value of angiosperms measured (Vilagrosa et al., 2003; Jansen et al., 2009; Kanduč 369 

et al., 2020).  370 

A clear limitation of Models 1 and 2 is that the alignment of pore constrictions or holes 371 

across all layers of a pit membrane is not considered. Although we do not know whether alignment 372 

across different layers is required for mass flow of air across a pit membrane, misalignment could 373 

enormously reduce the probability of having a leaky pit membrane and increase tortuosity, because 374 

the assumed 20 nm distance between the layers in all three models is low compared to the hole 375 

size in Models 2 and 3. Thus, applying stricter criteria to Model 3, such as larger overlap of holes 376 

across all layers to obtain a geodesic tortuosity that would be close to 1 (Zhang et al., 2020), would 377 
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lead to considerably lower probabilities of leaky pit membranes in a vessel. Nevertheless, even the 378 

low amount of overlap applied demonstrates that the chance of having a leaky vessel with 30,000 379 

intervessel pit membranes drastically decreases when TPM-values are around 250 nm (Fig. 7; 0.25 380 

likelihood scenario of Model 2, Model 3). Since the 0.5 likelihood scenario of Model 2 shows a 381 

decrease in leakiness at much higher TPM-values than the other models, we consider the predictive 382 

value and applicability of this scenario as rather low. It is possible that variation in TPM within a 383 

vessel or within the vessel network provides additional chances of leakiness, and small differences 384 

in TPM across organs (Kotowska et al., 2020) could influence embolism resistance. Capturing this 385 

variation, however, is difficult because measuring TPM may not be straightforward, for instance 386 

due to TEM preparation artefacts, aggregation of cellulose fibrils into larger aggregates, and 387 

seasonal shrinkage of pit membranes (Schmid & Machado, 1968; Sorek et al., 2020).  388 

The difference between central and marginal TPM questions the modelling assumption of equally 389 

spaced cellulose fibres. The slightly negatively charged cellulose fibres may repel each other and 390 

are more loosely arranged in the centre (Zhang et al., 2016) than near the edges, where the fibres 391 

are firmly anchored into the pectin-rich annulus and primary wall. Although the orientation of 392 

microfibrils may not be completely random and appears to be directed by a dual guidance 393 

mechanism (Chan & Coen, 2020), it seems unlikely that more cellulose fibrils are deposited in the 394 

centre than near the annulus, opposite to torus-bearing angiosperms (Dute, 2015). 395 

How is the size of pore constrictions linked to embolism resistance? 396 

Embolism propagation across pit membranes is strongly dependent on TPM and NL, which 397 

control the size of the narrowest pore constriction within a pore. Pit membranes are not different 398 

from other non-woven, fibrous porous media, where the pressure required to force a gas bubble 399 

through the medium, the so-called bubble point, is a function of the thickness of the medium and 400 

its overall structure (Aydilek et al., 2007). Comparison of modelled embolism propagation 401 

pressures with measurements of P12, P50 and P88show strong correlations, but clear differences in 402 

absolute values for most species (Fig. 5), with P12, P50 and P88 values falling between the modelled 403 

embolism propagation based on RMIN_mean and RMIN_max (Fig. 4a, 5b, d). As could be expected, P12 404 

values were closest to estimated values based on RMIN_max. In general, this correlation illustrates 405 

that our assumptions in Model 1 are fairly well related to real embolism propagation pressures in 406 

plants. Despite the simplicity of the three-dimensional models in this study and the modified 407 
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Young-Laplace equation (see below), it is remarkable that our modelled RMIN values of embolism 408 

resistance largely agree with experimental values, without accounting for variables such as 409 

dynamic surface tension of xylem lipids, bubble snap-off, changes in temperature, gas solubility, 410 

and other xylem anatomical traits. Experimental data on the pressure that is needed to induce 411 

embolism in angiosperm xylem shows values between 0.4 and 2 MPa (Choat et al., 2004; Jansen 412 

et al., 2009; Christman et al., 2012; Wason et al., 2018), which is more or less in line with P12 413 

values of a wide range of angiosperm species (Bartlett et al., 2016). Moreover, 65% of the species 414 

in our study show P12 values that are more negative than -2 MPa, with an average P12 value of -415 

2.57 MPa, which matches the average P12 value of -2.65 MPa of 12 temperate angiosperm species 416 

(Schuldt et al., 2020). 417 

Embolism propagation across thin pit membranes seems to be determined by pores similar 418 

in size to RMIN_max due to the large similarity between measurements of P12 and P50 with modelled 419 

embolism resistance based on RMIN_max. In contrast, embolism spreading in species with thick pit 420 

membranes is affected by pore sizes that can be close to both RMIN_max and RMIN_mean (Fig. 3b, 4a). 421 

This finding is in line with the fact that high values of TPM_mean show a higher standard deviation 422 

than low TPM_mean-values, while the slope of vulnerability curves becomes lower for species with 423 

thicker pit membranes. In addition, the standard error values of P12, P50, and P88 tend to increase 424 

with increasing embolism resistance (Table S1), i.e. higher variation in embolism resistance and 425 

lower slopes of embolism resistant species could be linked with increasing variation in TPM for 426 

species with thick pit membranes. In fact, RMIN_mean is expected to provide an upper limit for 427 

embolism resistance, since it is unlikely that pore constrictions smaller than average values (i.e. < 428 

RMIN_mean) will determine embolism spreading. Accordingly, RMIN_max offers the least resistance to 429 

mass flow of gas moving through a pore space, and provides a good explanation for a lower limit 430 

to embolism spreading.   431 

There can be various reasons why modelled embolism resistance does not match the 432 

absolute values of measured P12 values. There are three explanations that may not be mutually 433 

exclusive, but could be complementary to each other: First, the values obtained from Model 1 are 434 

based on embolism propagation estimations of a single pit membrane model with a certain 435 

thickness, while P12 and P50 values represent hydraulically-weighted losses of conductivity at the 436 

vessel network level, which is affected by various structural xylem parameters, such as vessel 437 

grouping and the ratio of TPM and pit membrane area (Levionnois et al., 2020). Second, estimations 438 
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based on the Young-Laplace equation should be interpreted with caution due to various poorly 439 

known parameters and processes. Embolism formation in a multiphase environment under 440 

negative pressure is highly complicated, for instance, by dynamic surface tension, line tension, the 441 

contact angle of the gas-liquid interface within the pit membrane, and highly variable pore sizes 442 

(Choat et al., 2004; Law et al., 2017; Schenk et al., 2017; Satarifard et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 443 

2020; Li et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020). Moreover, pore constrictions and porosity could change 444 

if pit membranes become deflected and aspirated against the pit border, which could cause pit 445 

membrane shrinkage, reduced porosity and constrictivity, or rearrangement of microfibrils (Tixier 446 

et al., 2014; Kotowska et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2017, 2020). Yet, the mechanical properties of 447 

pit membranes remain largely unknown (Tixier et al., 2014). 448 

Third, it is also possible that drought-induced embolism spreading does not happen via 449 

mass flow of air-water menisci across intervessel pit membranes, as suggested by the air-seeding 450 

hypothesis. The discovery of surfactant-coated nanobubbles in xylem sap provides a 451 

complementary mechanism of mass flow of gas, and highlights the importance of amphiphilic, 452 

insoluble lipids associated with pit membranes, and bubble snap-off by pore constrictions (Schenk 453 

et al., 2015, 2017, 2018, 2020; Kaack et al., 2019; Park et al., 2019). Moreover, diffusion of gas 454 

molecules between an embolised and an adjacent vessel could represent an additional way of gas 455 

entry triggering embolism formation (Guan et al., In press), which might be largely dependent on 456 

RMIN_mean and less on RMIN_max. 457 

TPM and the number of intervessel pits have different consequences on embolism resistance 458 

We show that TPM is a much stronger determinant of the likelihood of leaky pit membranes 459 

than NPIT and the total intervessel pit membrane surface area (AP; Table 4, Fig. 4c). Therefore, our 460 

results do not support the rare pit hypothesis (Wheeler et al., 2005; Sperry et al., 2006) and provide 461 

a novel view on the relationship between NPIT or AP and embolism resistance. Most importantly, 462 

our Model 2 shows that TPM and NPIT affect the likelihood of encountering wide pores differently, 463 

with contrasting differences for species with a wide range of TPM. The effect of NPIT on vessel 464 

leakiness is limited to a narrow range of critical TPM values, depending on the assumptions made 465 

in Model 2 (Fig. 6, Fig. S5). The idea that large AP values lead to a high probability of large pore 466 

constrictions in a vessel, can be applied to a certain range of TPM values. However, the hypothesis 467 
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that large AP values increase the probability of large pores in each single vessel is highly doubtful 468 

based on the available evidence.  469 

In a general, simplified way, three functional types of intervessel pit membranes can be 470 

distinguished based on TPM (Model 2): (1) a thin, risky type, with relatively large pore 471 

constrictions, rather low embolism resistance, and little or no reduced embolism resistance for low 472 

values of NPIT, (2) a thick and very safe pit membrane type, with narrow pore constrictions, high 473 

embolism resistance, and hardly any reduction of embolism resistance for high NPIT, and (3) an 474 

intermediate pit membrane type, with embolism resistance strongly affected by NPIT, where NPIT 475 

or other xylem structural traits could potentially be modified during growth to vary embolism 476 

resistance in response to the amount of drought experienced. Unfortunately, exact TPM values to 477 

define these pit membranes types are unclear. Based on leakiness probabilities that are close to 478 

zero for TPM > 250 nm based on Model 1 and Scenario 1 of Model 3 (Figure 3 and 7), and due to 479 

the decreasing slopes of the measured P50 values with increasing TPM, we roughly estimate that 480 

TPM values of the intermediate type are between 150 and 300 nm, which is where the high 481 

probability drops from 1 to almost 0 in Fig. 6. This would correspond to 60% of the species in our 482 

data set. Interestingly, embolism resistance of the risky and safe pit membranes (types 1 and 2) is 483 

not or weakly affected by the number of intervessel pits. Since the number of intervessel pits is 484 

associated with hydraulic connectivity, which on its turn affects hydraulic conductivity and thus 485 

efficiency (Loepfe et al., 2007; Mrad et al., 2018), this finding suggests that hydraulic safety can 486 

be uncoupled from hydraulic efficiency. Thus, for a given TPM and considerable variation in NPIT, 487 

hydraulic conductivity could be affected much more by NPIT than hydraulic safety (Fig. 6, S6). 488 

Hence, Model 2 provides a novel view on the weak relationship between specific hydraulic 489 

conductivity and P50-values of many angiosperm species (Hacke et al., 2006; Loepfe et al., 2007; 490 

Gleason et al., 2016, Sanchez‐Martinez et al., 2020). It would also be interesting to examine if 491 

considerable variation in TPM and NPIT leads to considerable variation in the hydraulic resistance 492 

of pit membranes.  493 

The rare pit hypothesis relies on the assumption that for successful embolism propagation, 494 

there is always at least one large pore per successive intervessel wall within the xylem network. 495 

Our results indicate that the rare pit hypothesis cannot explain embolism propagation at the whole 496 

vessel network since the functional importance of multiple pore constrictions makes it highly 497 

unlikely that many vessels contain a large pore for a wide range of TPM. In fact, earlier studies that 498 
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tested the rare pit hypothesis should be considered carefully due to possible artefacts in embolism 499 

resistance measurements (Wheeler et al., 2013; Torres‐Ruiz et al., 2017). Also, no large pores 500 

have ever been found in hydrated pit membranes (Schmid & Machado, 1968; Choat et al., 2003, 501 

2004; Pesacreta et al., 2005; Jansen et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020). Finally, primary cell wall 502 

development, including the assembly and deposition of cellulose fibrillar aggregates, involve 503 

highly redundant processes by the cytoplasm and its cytoskeleton, reducing the likelihood of large 504 

gaps in primary cell walls (Chaffey et al., 1997; Oda & Fukuda, 2013; Bourdon et al., 2017; 505 

Sugiyama et al., 2017, 2019). 506 

Further progress in understanding embolism spreading in angiosperm xylem will strongly 507 

depend on the development of realistic three-dimensional pit membrane and vessel network 508 

models (Gaiselmann et al., 2014; Mrad et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019), combined with careful 509 

simulations of the chemical and physical interactions within a multiphase environment of gas, 510 

water, cellulose, and surfactants. 511 
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Table 1. Overview of pit membrane thickness values (TPM, nm) and their corresponding numbers 739 

of microfibril layers (NL) according to the shrinkage model of Zhang et al. (2020). Assuming a 740 

homogeneous distribution of cellulose fibres, which have a diameter of 20 nm and a distance of 741 

20 nm from each other, NL = (TPM + 20) / 40. 742 

TPM [nm] 140 300 460 620 780 940 1100 1260 

NL 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 

 743 

  744 
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Table 2: Overview of the abbreviations of modelling and experimental parameters used with 745 

reference to their units and definitions.  746 

Modelling 

acronyms 

Units Definition 

Eqn  Equation 

n  Sample size 

NC / Number of constrictions in a pore, which equals NL 

NHOLES / Number of large, non-overlapping holes with random positions in a single 

pit membrane layer 

NL / Number of microfibril layers in a pit membrane; NL = (TPM + 20) / 40 

NP / Total number of pores in an intervessel pit membrane 

NPIT / Average number of intervessel pits for a vessel with average length and 

diameter 

P / Probability of encountering at least one hole larger than a given threshold 

in any given layer of a pit membrane.  

PLP / Probability of a leaky pit membrane occurring in an average vessel 

RMIN nm Radius of the narrowest constriction in a pore 

RMIN_max nm Maximum RMIN value of all pores in a single pit membrane 

RMIN_mean nm Mean RMIN value of all pores in a single pit membrane 

t / Minimal size of a pore, a pore constriction, or a hole to be considered as 

‘large’  

µR, σR, RL nm Parameters of the left-truncated normal distribution modelling pore 

constriction radii in Model 1 

Experimental 

acronyms 

Units Definition 
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AP mm² Total intervessel pit membrane surface area for a vessel with average length 

and diameter 

DP  μm Diameter of an average intervessel pit membrane 

P12, P50, P88 MPa Xylem water potential corresponding to 12%, 50% and 88% loss of 

maximum hydraulic conductivity, respectively 

S %/MPa Slope of a vulnerability curve 

TPM_mean, 

TPM_centre, 

TPM_edge 

nm Intervessel pit membrane thickness as measured on TEM images of freshly 

embedded xylem samples; mean value, value around the centre, and near 

the edges of a pit membrane (excluding pit membrane annuli) 

σR  Standard deviation 

  747 
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Table 3. Overview of the r- and R²-values between pit anatomical characteristics and embolism 748 

resistance. Anatomical measurements include mean values of the intervessel pit membrane 749 

thickness (TPM_mean), central pit membrane thickness (TPM_centre), and pit membrane thickness 750 

near the annulus (TPM_edge). Embolism resistance is quantified as the xylem water potential 751 

values corresponding to 12% (P12), 50% (P50), and 88% (P88) loss of the maximum hydraulic 752 

conductivity based on vulnerability curves. The estimation of embolism propagation pressure 753 

(EP) is either based on the largest value of RMIN across all pores of a membrane (EP RMIN_max) or 754 

the mean value of RMIN across all pores of a membrane (EP RMIN_mean), using a modified Young-755 

Laplace equation. Only the regressions and correlations that show the strongest relation are given 756 

here. Logarithmic regression1; power regression2; Pearson Coefficient Correlation3; p-values: < 757 

0.05 = *, < 0.01 = **, < 0.001***. Acronyms follow Table 2.  758 

 P12 P50 P88 S TPM_centre 

range 

TPM_centre 0.46 ***1 0.57 ***1 0.54 ***1 0.49 ***2 0.79 ***3 

TPM_mean 0.44 ***1 0.56 ***1 0.53 ***1 0.48 ***2 n.a. 

TPM_edge 0.31 **1 0.41 ***1 0.39 ***1 0.34 ***2 n.a. 

AP 0.30 *1 0.25 *1 0.22 *1 0.10 ***2 n.a. 

EP RMIN_max 0.64 ***3 0.73 ***3 n.a. n.a. n.a. 

EP RMIN_mean 0.67 ***3 0.74 ***3 n.a. n.a. n.a. 

759 
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Table 4. Pearson correlation matrix presenting the r values of linear correlations between 760 

embolism resistance (-P12, -P50, -P88), average intervessel pit membrane surface area per vessel 761 

(AP), and pit membrane thickness measurements (TPM_mean, TPM_centre, TPM_edge). Only 20 species 762 

for which we obtained AP values were considered. For a correlation matrix based on an extended 763 

dataset (n = 31 species), see Table S1. Since TPM_mean is calculated based on the thickness at the 764 

centre and the edge, correlations between TPM_mean with TPM_ centre and TPM_ edge should not be 765 

considered and are given in brackets. Acronyms follow Table 2. 766 

 
AP TPM_mean  TPM_centre TPM_edge  -P12 -P50 -P88 

AP 1       

TPM_mean  -0.44 1      

TPM_centre -0.48* (1.00**) 1     

TPM_edge  -0.32 (0.96**) 0.94** 1    

-P12 -0.33 0.72** 0.75** 0.58** 1   

-P50 -0.40 0.83** 0.85** 0.70** 0.92** 1  

-P88 -0.36 0.81** 0.83** 0.70** 0.90** 0.99** 1 

*, p <0.05; **, p <0.01 

  767 
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Figures 768 

Figure 1. Drawings illustrating a mainly two-dimensional (a, b) and three-dimensional (c, d, e, f) 769 

concept of angiosperm pit membranes and embolism spreading under aspiration. The upper images 770 

(a, c, e) show a longitudinal view, while the bottom ones (b, d, f) represent frontal views. Large, 771 

cylindrical pores with circular cross-sections occur in a pit membrane, with no defined thickness, 772 

and the largest pore triggers air-seeding (arrows in a), or with a particular thickness and a three-773 

dimensional concept of embolism propagation (c, e). Pores in a 670 nm thick pit membrane that is 774 

composed of multiple layers of cellulose fibrillar aggregates show multiple pore constrictions, 775 

which greatly reduces the size of the narrowest constriction within a pore (c, f). A magnified view 776 

is shown in e and f, with seven hypothetical pores illustrating some of the shortest hydraulic paths 777 

(e), and with 18 pore constrictions per pore pathway (f). White colour = gas; bright grey = xylem 778 

sap; black = solid phase of the primary cell wall, middle lamella or pit membrane, dark grey = 779 

secondary cell wall. 780 
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Figure 2. Three mathematical models to investigate the functional link between pit membrane 781 

thickness and effective diameters of pores. Model 1 (a) is based on a random number model to 782 

estimate the size of the narrowest constrictions of pores that traverse an entire pit membrane. This 783 

model is run ten times following Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, which has small or large pore 784 

constrictions for 12,000 or 1,100 pores per pit membrane, respectively, and with 4 to 34 785 

constrictions per pore in 140 to 1,350 nm thick pit membranes. Model 2 (b) examines the 786 

probability of large pores in 3,000 to 400,000 intervessel pit membranes within an entire vessel. 787 

Pit membranes include up to 34 microfibril layers, assuming either a 0.25 or 0.5 chance of 788 

encountering a large hole in a single layer. This model is independent of the actual size of what 789 

we consider a large pore, and does not incorporate alignment of pore constrictions. Model 3 (c) 790 

evaluates the probability of encountering pores with a large effective radius at the vessel level (i.e. 791 

for 30,000 intervessel pits), with pit membranes consisting of 3 to 23 microfibril layers, assuming 792 

5 or 10 holes of 200 nm per layer. Alignment of holes was included in Model 3 by simulating 793 

random locations of holes in each pit microfibril layer, and requiring minimal overlap between 794 

consecutive holes to create a pore. Different shades of grey represent various microfibril layers, 795 

and a hypothetical flow path is indicated by the blue lines in (b) and (c).  796 
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Figure 3. Results of Scenario 1 of Model 1, showing the pit membrane thickness plotted versus 797 

the pore constriction diameter based on Model 1 (a), and the likelihood of a relatively large 798 

RMIN_max (≥ 17.5 nm) within a pit membrane (b), which decreased exponentially from 0.0008 ± 799 

0.0002 (SD) to values approaching zero with increasing pit membrane thickness. A random 800 

number model was used, with the mean pore constriction size set to 20 ± 15 nm, and a minimum 801 

size of 5 nm. Pore constriction sizes were determined ten times for 12,000 simulated pores, 802 

corresponding to an average sized pit membrane. 803 
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Figure 4. The relationship between central pit membrane thickness (TPM_centre) with modelled and 804 

measured embolism resistance based on 31 angiosperm species (a) the relation of P50-values and 805 

TPM_centre (b) and P50 versus the intervessel pit membrane area per vessel (AP, c). The species in 806 

graphs b and c are based on the same 20 species and can be directly compared. Modelled embolism 807 

propagation pressures rely on the largest value of RMIN_max, and RMIN_min with SD values (solid 808 

lines) based on all pores in a single pit membrane with variable thicknesses according to Model 1. 809 

A modified Young-Laplace equation is used to estimate the embolism propagation pressure for a 810 

surface tension of 25 mN/m (a). P12, P50 and P88 values with SE values (intraspecific variability) 811 
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are based on a flow-centrifuge method or microCT images and plotted against TPM_centre 812 

measurements with SD values (intra-tissue variability). TPM_centre was based on TEM. Logarithmic 813 

regression lines are shown in grey, dashed lines, with corresponding confidence intervals (P12 = 814 

yellow, P50 = blue, P88 = red) in a. The values in b and c are given for a linear correlation. 815 

Figure 5. Modelled embolism propagation pressure based on RMIN_max (a, b; orange) and RMIN_mean 816 

(c, d; blue) following Scenario 1 of Model 1 versus measured values of P50 (a, c; left) and P12 (b, 817 

d; right) for 31 angiosperm species. The 1:1 reference line is provided as a black, dotted line, and 818 

the linear regression line is blue, orange, and dashed. 819 
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Figure 6. The probability of encountering at least one pore with a large effective diameter in 820 

intervessel pit membranes for an entire vessel decreases with increasing pit membrane thickness 821 

(black lines), but increases with increasing number of pits (blue lines) according to Model 2. The 822 

likelihood of having a large hole within a single microfibril layer was assumed to be ≤ 0.25. This 823 

model assumed that the number of cellulose layers in pit membranes increases with pit membrane 824 

thickness, did not consider the actual size of the pore constriction, and ignored whether or not a 825 

hole was aligned with other holes in adjacent pit membrane layers. The green area indicates where 826 

most angiosperm species occur based on the number of intervessel pits per vessel, with the median 827 

(red dotted line), and the first and third quartile (yellow dotted lines). 828 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the results from Models 2 and 3, showing for a wide range of pit 829 

membrane thicknesses the probability of encountering a large pore in a vessel with 30,000 830 

intervessel pits. For each model, 2 scenarios are given: A 0.25 and 0.5 likelihood of having a large 831 

hole in a pit membrane layer, without alignment of holes and no exact hole size (Model 2), and the 832 

occurrence of either five or 10 holes of 100 nm in diameter in a single pit membrane layer, with 833 

hole alignment as requirement (Model 3).  834 

 835 

  836 
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Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of this article. 838 
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